
Born three months before Salazar had become Finance 

Minister in April of 1928, João Abel Manta was more than 40 

years old when the dictator fell from a cloth chair in Estoril. 

All his life happened with Salazar being in the center of the 

political decisions in Portugal, and, since 1932, at its top. The 

figure of the European dictator longest in power was, thus, 

for Manta, an obsession that, before 1974, he only materiala-

ized in a few known artworks (a collage that was never pub-

lished and a bold portrait of António Ferro in 1971 for Diário 

de Lisboa, with Salazar in the background as a huge statuary 

head, an achievement that seems like having been authorized 

by the censor because the drawing was close to a text by 

Fernanda de Castro, the widow of the propagandist of the 

regime). Even the Revolution, having abolished the censorv-

ship system, didn’t give him time to explore beyond a remarkn-

able drawing published in O Jornal in 1975. It was necessary 

to wait for the end of the Revolutionary Period, so that the 

artist, self-exiled in London, would have the right distance 

from Portugal and the serenity to embark on the final settlea-

ment of that memory of almost five decades. The result was 

Caricaturas portuguesas dos anos de Salazar (Portuguese 

caricatures of the Salazar period), album released for 

Christmas 1978, which included eight Salazar portraits (bet-

ter yet, seven, since in one of them the dictator manifested 

himself in a kind of after death presence-in-the-absence) that 

will remain as almost definitive and canonical representa-
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▲  Salazar (in Caricaturas Portuguesas dos Anos de Salazar, 1978)

  ▲   António Ferro (1971)
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▲   Drawing belonging to the series  
allusive to five moments of Salazar’s life

tions of the previous Chairman of the Board (when, shortly 

after, somebody asked Júlio Pomar how he drew his Salazar 

for the illustration of the book edition of Burro-em-pé by 

Cardoso Pires, the painter admitted: “I copied him the best I 

could from João Abel’s caricatures”).

Besides these drawings from the album (which includes 

other ones from the series “Royal March” and “Spanish 

Civil War”), and from the achievements before 1974, this 

section includes five extraordinary sketches of a “life of 

Salazar”, probably done in the preparation of the cartoon 

“The three ages of Salazar” of 1975 (drawing of paramount 

importance on this graphic “exorcism” work of the dicta-

tor’s ghost, but of which there is no original left).

Having begun his collaboration in 1969 with Diário de 

Lisboa as a cartoonist for a weekly supplement about inter-

national economy and politics, Manta found there the pre-

text to design some notable drawings of remarkable politi-

cal figures, such as Pompidou (the new-born baby of a dying 

Gaulle), Nixon or Castro, but also to be able to include the 

new Portuguese dictator, in an astonishing (and prophetic) 

drawing of Caetano as a child playing at the beach building 

a huge Belém Tower made of sand which threatened to fall 

over him, which the censor inexplicably overlooked (Caetano 

was part of his first drawing for the newspaper, a magnifi-

cent charge to the connection of the Portuguese press to 

the fact that censorship had not finished with the end of the 

Salazar’s grip, a cartoon clearly forbidden by the Censor).

▲  Avery Brundage (1969)
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